The paintings of this booklet are the year cycles 8 - 10 of the Spiritual Astrology paintings (2017-2019) from the Images of Synthesis series.

Each cycle of 12 paintings illustrates facets of the wisdom of the zodiac.

You find further explanations and free download of the images on the website.

ludgerphilips.org
Aries - Spring-up of Awareness
Taurus - Downpour of Divine Will
Gemini - Through the Throat Centre
Leo - The Pulsating Heart of the Lion
Virgo - The World Mother, Planetary Chains and Root Races
Libra - The Jewel of the Seventh Lotus
Scorpio - Ascent of the Winged Serpent
Sagittarius - The Axis of Rotation
Capricorn - The Mount of Initiation
Aries - Planet Blossom
Taurus - Impregnation by the Divine Will
Gemini - The First Pair on the Threshold of the Temple
Cancer - The Reflections of the Divine Mother
Leo - The Gateway of the Sun Centre
Virgo - Spiritual Light and Spiritual Food of Mankind
Libra - The Fulcrum Principle of the Universe
Sagittarius - The Path of Return through the Sushumna
Aquarius - The Flow of Spiritual Light
Pisces - The Spiritual Waters of the Sky
Taurus - Krishna's Flute -
Micro and Macro-Cosmic Centres
Gemini - Ardhanari, the Male-Female God
Cancer - Artemis, Layers of Reflection
Leo - Hercules Conquering the Inner Lion
Virgo - The World Mother and the Four States of the Word
Scorpio - Fall of the Spirit and Birth into the Egg of Space
Aquarius - The Lord of the Eye
Pisces - Flower of Time Cycles